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World economy will see billions if developing countries work for development. The World Bank said on Monday that it will allocate $6 billion to help developing countries combat climate change.

Nepal's export (with and without export of soybean oil and palm oil)

Investments, economists said.

and services or major infrastructure plans to cut planet-heating emissions and countries could save millions of lives each

Okonjo-Iweala as its first female and first African leader, handing her the task of restoring trust in a rules-based global
goals of curb global warming in line with the
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China-backed RCEP trade deal unlikely to benefit Pakistan remittances exceed US$2 billion for eighth straight month

Pakistan remittances exceed US$2 billion for eighth straight month

Remittances from Pakistani workers employed abroad exceeded US$2.0 billion in January, up from US$1.8 billion in December 2020.

Pakistan remittances exceed US$2 billion for eighth straight month

Ambrose said that the current export-promotion measures

Wealthy nations will only commit to a carbon-neutral world if they see a profit in it, but countries that are

Rubber decline action could ease deficits of farm inputs and

Association of Caribbean Central Banks, which approved the plan in December.

Fiji’s National Credit Union
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